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THE RICCI TENSOR OF AN ALMOST
HOMOGENOUS KA¨HLER MANIFOLD
Andrea Spiro
Abstract. We determine an explicit expression for the Ricci tensor of a K-manifold,
that is of a compact Ka¨hler manifold M with vanishing first Betti number, on which
a semisimple group G of biholomorphic isometries acts with an orbit of codimension
one. We also prove that the Ka¨hler form ω and the Ricci form ρ of M are uniquely
determined by two special curves with values in g = Lie(G), say Zω, Zρ : R → g =
Lie(g) and we show how the curve Zρ is determined by the curve Zω.
These results are used in another work with F. Podesta`, where new examples of
non-homogeneous compact Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds with positive first Chern class
are constructed.
1. Introduction.
The objects of our study are the so-called K-manifolds, that is Ka¨hler manifolds
(M,J, g) with b1(M) = 0 and which are acted on by a group G of biholomorphic
isometries, with regular orbits of codimension one. Note that since M is compact
and G has orbits of codimension one, the complexified group GC acts naturally
on M as a group of biholomorphic transformations, with an open and dense orbit.
According to a terminology introduced by A. Huckleberry and D. Snow in [HS],
M is almost-homogeneous with respect to the GC-action. By the results in [HS],
the subset S ⊂ M of singular points for the GC-action is either connected or with
exactly two connected components. If the first case occurs, we will say that M is a
non-standard K-manifold ; we will call it standard K-manifold in the other case.
The aim of this paper is furnish an explicit expression for the Ricci curvature
tensor of a K-manifold, to be used for constructing (and possibly classify) new fam-
ilies of examples of non-homogeneous K-manifold with special curvature conditions.
A successful application of our results is given in [PS1], where several new examples
of non-homogeneous compact Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds with positive first Chern
class are found.
Note that explicit expressions for the Ricci tensor of standard K-manifolds can
be found also in [Sa], [KS], [PS] and [DW]. However our results can be applied to
any kind of K-manifold and hence they turn out to be particularly useful for the
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non-standard cases (at this regard, see also [CG]). They can be resumed in the
following three facts.
Let g be the Lie algebra of the compact group G acting on the K-manifold
(M,J, g) with at least one orbit of codimension one. By a result of [PS1], we may
always assume that G is semisimple. Let also B be the Cartan-Killing form of
g. Then for any x in the regular point set Mreg, one can consider the following
B-orthogonal decomposition of g:
g = l+ RZ + m , (1.1)
where l = gx is the isotropy subalgebra, RZ + m is naturally identified with the
tangent space To(G/L) ≃ Tx(G · x) of the G-orbit G/L = G · x, and m is naturally
identified with the holomorphic subspace m ≃ Dx
Dx = { v ∈ Tx(G · x) : Jv ∈ Tx(G · x) } . (1.2)
Notice that for any point x ∈Mreg the B-orthogonal decomposition (1.1) is uniquely
given; on the other hand, two distinct points x, x′ ∈ Mreg may determine two
distinct decompositions of type (1.1).
Our first result consists in proving that any K-manifold has a family O of smooth
curves η : R→M of the form
ηt = exp(itZ) · xo ,
where Z ∈ g, xo ∈ M is a regular point for the GC-action and the following
properties are satisfied:
(1) ηt intersects any regular G-orbit;
(2) for any point ηt ∈ Mreg, the tangent vector η′t is transversal to the regular
orbit G · ηt;
(3) any element g ∈ G which belongs to a stabilizer Gηt , with ηt ∈ Mreg,
fixes pointwise the whole curve η; in particular, all regular orbits G · ηt are
equivalent to the same homogeneous space G/L;
(4) the decompositions (1.1) associated with the points ηt ∈Mreg do not depend
on t;
(5) there exists a basis {f1, . . . fn} for m such that for any ηt ∈Mreg the complex
structure Jt : m→ m, induced by the complex structure of TηtM , is of the
following form:
Jtf2j = λj(t)f2j+1 , Jtf2j+1 = − 1
λj(t)
f2j ; (1.3)
where the function λj(t) is either one of the functions − tanh(t), − tanh(2t),
− coth(t) and − coth(2t) or it is identically equal to 1.
We call any such curve an optimal transversal curve; the basis for RZ+m ⊂ g given
by (Z, f1, . . . , f2n−1), where the fi’s verify (1.3), is called optimal basis associated
with η. An explicit description of the optimal basis for any given semisimple Lie
group G is given in §3.
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Notice that the family O of optimal transversal curves depends only on the action
of the Lie group G. In particular it is totally independent on the choice of the G-
invariant Ka¨hler metric g. At the same time, the Killing fields, associated with the
elements of an optimal basis, determine a 1-parameter family of holomorphic frames
at the points ηt ∈Mreg, which are orthogonal w.r.t. at least one G-invariant Ka¨hler
metric g. It is also proved that, for all K-manifold M which do not belong to a
special class of non-standard K-manifold, those holomorphic frames are orthogonal
w.r.t. any G-invariant Ka¨hler metric g on M (see Corollary 4.2 for details). From
these remarks and the fact that η′t = JZˆηt , where Z is the first element of any
optimal basis, it may be inferred that any curve η ∈ O is a reparameterization of a
normal geodesics of some (in most cases, any) G-invariant Ka¨hler metric on M .
Our second main result is the following. Let η be an optimal transversal curve
of a K-manifold, g = l + RZ + m the decomposition (1.1) associated with the
regular points ηt ∈ Mreg and let ω and ρ be the Ka¨hler form and the Ricci form,
respectively, associated with a given G-invariant Ka¨hler metric g on (M,J).
By a slight modification of arguments used in [PS], we show that there exist two
smooth curves
Zω, Zρ : R→ Cg(l) = z(l) + a , a = Cg(l) ∩ (RZ +m) , (1.4)
satisfying the following properties (here z(l) denotes the center of l and Cg(l) denotes
the centralizer of l in g): for any ηt ∈ Mreg and any two element X,Y ∈ g, with
associated Killing fields Xˆ and Yˆ ,
ωηt(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = B(Zω(t), [X,Y ]) , ρηt(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = B(Zρ(t), [X,Y ]) . (1.5)
We call such curves Zω(t) and Zρ(t) the algebraic representatives of ω and ρ along
η. It is clear that the algebraic representatives determine uniquely the restrictions
of ω and ρ to the tangent spaces of the regular orbits. But the following Proposition
establishes a result which is somehow stronger.
Before stating the proposition, we recall that in [PS] the following fact was
established: if g = l + RZ + m is a decomposition of the form (1.1), then the
subalgebra a = Cg(l) ∩ (RZ + m) is either 1-dimensional or 3-dimensional and
isomorphic with su2. By virtue of this dichotomy, the two cases considered in the
following proposition are all possible cases.
Proposition 1.1. Let ηt be an optimal transversal curve of a K-manifold (M,J, g)
acted on by the compact semisimple Lie group G and let g = l + RZ + m be the
decomposition of the form (1.1) determined by the points ηt ∈ Mreg. Let also
Z : R→ Cg(l) = z(l) + a be the algebraic representative of the Ka¨hler form ω or of
the Ricci form ρ. Then:
(1) if a is 1-dimensional, then it is of the form a = RZ and there exists an
element I ∈ z(l) and a smooth function f : R→ R so that
Z(t) = f(t)Z + I ; (1.6)
(2) if a is 3-dimensional, then it is of the form a = su2 = RZ + RX + RY ,
with [Z,X] = Y and [X,Y ] = Z and there exists an element I ∈ z(l), a real
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number C and a smooth function f : R→ R so that
Z(t) = f(t)ZD +
C
cosh(t)
X + I . (1.7)
Conversely, if Z : R → Cg(l) is a curve in Cg(l) of the form (1.6) or (1.7), then
there exists a unique closed J-invariant, G-invariant 2-form ̟ on the set of regular
points Mreg, having Z(t) as algebraic representative.
In particular, the Ka¨hler form ω and the Ricci form ρ are uniquely determined
by their algebraic representatives.
Using (1.5), Proposition 1.1 and some basic properties of the decomposition
g = l + RZ + m (see §5), it can be shown that the algebraic representatives Zω(t)
and Zρ(t) are uniquely determined by the values ωηt(Xˆ, JXˆ) = B(Zω(t), [X,JtX])
and ρηt(Xˆ, JXˆ) = B(Zρ(t), [X,JtX]), where X ∈ m and Jt is the complex structure
on m induced by the complex structure of the tangent space TηtM .
Here comes our third main result. It consists in Theorem 5.1 and Proposition
5.2, where we give the explicit expression for the value rηt(X,X) = ρηt(Xˆ, JXˆ)
for any X ∈ m, only in terms of the algebraic representative Zω(t) and of the Lie
brackets between X and the elements of the optimal basis in g. By the previous
discussion, this result furnishes a way to write down explicitly the Ricci tensor of
the Ka¨hler metric associated with Zω(t).
Acknowledgement. Many crucial ideas for this paper are the natural fruit of the
uncountable discussions that Fabio Podesta` and the author had since they began
working on cohomogeneity one Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds. It is fair to say that
most of the credits should be shared with Fabio.
Notation. Throughout the paper, if G is a Lie group acting isometrically on a
Riemannian manifold M and if X ∈ g = Lie(G), we will adopt the symbol Xˆ to
denote the Killing vector field on M corresponding to X.
The Lie algebra of a Lie group will be always denoted by the corresponding
gothic letter. For a group G and a Lie algebra g, Z(G) and z(g) denote the center
of G and of g, respectively. For any subset A of a group G or of a Lie algebra g,
CG(A) and Cg(A) are the centralizer of A in G and g, respectively.
Finally, for any subspace n ⊂ g of a semisimple Lie algebra g, the symbol n⊥
denotes the orthogonal complement of n in g w.r.t. the Cartan-Killing form B.
2. Fundamentals of K-manifolds.
2.1 K-manifolds, KO-manifolds and KE-manifolds.
A K-manifold is a pair formed by a compact Ka¨hler manifold (M,J, g) and a
compact semisimple Lie group G acting almost effectively and isometrically (hence
biholomorphically) on M , such that:
i) b1(M) = 0;
ii) G acts of cohomogeneity one with respect to the action of G, i.e. the regular
G-orbits are of codimension one in M .
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In this paper, (M,J, g) will always denote a K-manifold of dimension 2n, acted on
by the compact semisimple Lie group G. We will denote by ω(·, ·) = g(·, J ·) the
Ka¨hler fundamental form and by ρ = r(·, J ·) the Ricci form of M .
For the general properties of cohomogeneity one manifolds and of K-manifolds,
see e.g. [AA], [AA1], [Br], [HS], [PS]. Here we only recall some properties, which
will be used in the paper.
If p ∈M is a regular point, let us denote by L = Gp the corresponding isotropy
subgroup. Since M is orientable, every regular orbit G · p is orientable. Hence we
may consider a unit normal vector field ξ, defined on the subset of regular points
Mreg, which is orthogonal to any regular orbit. It is known (see [AA1]) that any
integral curve of ξ is a geodesic. Any such geodesic is usually called normal geodesic.
A normal geodesic γ through a point p verifies the following properties: it inter-
sects any G-orbit orthogonally; the isotropy subalgebra Gγt at a regular point γt
is always equal Gp = L (see e.g. [AA], [AA1]). We formalize these two facts in the
following definition.
We call nice transversal curve through a point p ∈ Mreg any curve η : R → M
with p ∈ η(R) and such that:
i) it intersects any regular orbit;
ii) for any ηt ∈Mreg
η′t /∈ Tηt(G · ηt) ; (2.1)
iii) for any ηt ∈Mreg, Gηt = L = Gp.
The following property of K-manifold has been proved in [PS].
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold acted on by the compact semisim-
ple Lie group G. Let also p ∈Mreg and L = Gp the isotropy subgroup at p. Then:
(1) there exists an element Z (determined up to scaling) so that
RZ ∈ Cg(l) ∩ l⊥ , Cg(l+ RZ) = z(l) + RZ ; (2.2)
in particular, the connected subgroup K ⊂ G with subalgebra k = l + RZ is
the isotropy subgroup of a flag manifold F = G/K;
(2) the dimension of a = Cg(l) ∩ l⊥ is either 1 or 3; in case dimR a = 3, then
a is a subalgebra isomorphic to su2 and there exists a Cartan subalgebra
tC ⊂ lC+ aC ⊂ gC so that aC = CHα+CEα +CE−α for some root α of the
root system of (gC, tC).
Note that if for some regular point p we have that dimR a = 1 (resp. dimR a = 3),
then the same occurs at any other regular point. Therefore we may consider the
following definition.
Definition 2.2. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold and L = Gp the isotropy subgroup
of a regular point p. We say that M is a K-manifold with ordinary action (or
shortly, KO-manifold) if dimR a = dimR(Cg(l) ∩ l⊥) = 1.
In all other cases, we say that M is with extra-ordinary action (or, shortly, KE-
manifold).
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Another useful property of K-manifolds is the following. It can be proved that
any K-manifold admits exactly two singular orbits, at least one of which is complex
(see [PS1]). By the results in [HS], it also follows that if M is a K-manifold whose
singular orbits are both complex, thenM admits a G-equivariant blow-up M˜ along
the complex singular orbits, which is still a K-manifold and admits a holomorphic
fibration over a flag manifold G/K = GC/P , with standard fiber equal to CP 1.
Several other important facts are related to the existence (or non-existence) of
two singular complex orbits (see [PS1] for a review of these properties). For this
reason, it is convenient to introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.3. We say that a K-manifold M , acted on by a compact semisimple
group G with cohomogeneity one, is standard if the action of G has two singular
complex orbits. We call it non-standard in all other cases.
2.2 The CR structure of the regular orbits of a K-manifold.
A CR structure of codimension r on a manifold N is a pair (D, J) formed by a
distribution D ⊂ TN of codimension r and a smooth family J of complex structures
Jx : Dx → Dx on the spaces of the distribution.
A CR structure (D, J) is called integrable if the distribution D10 ⊂ TCN , given
by the J -eigenspaces D10x ⊂ DCx corresponding to the eigenvalue +i, verifies
[D10,D10] ⊂ D10 .
Note that a complex structure J on manifold N may be always considered as an
integrable CR structure of codimension zero.
A smooth map φ : N → N ′ between two CR manifolds (N,D, J) and (N ′,D′, J ′)
is called CR map (or holomorphic map) if:
a) φ∗(D) ⊂ D′;
b) for any x ∈ N , φ∗ ◦ Jx = J ′φ(x) ◦ φ∗|Dx .
A CR transformation of (N,D, J) is a diffeomorphism φ : N → N which is also a
CR map.
Any codimension one submanifold N ⊂ M of a complex manifold (M,J) is
naturally endowed with an integrable CR structure of codimension one (D, J),
which is called induced CR structure; it is defined by
Dx = { v ∈ TxN : Jv ∈ TxN } Jx = J |Dx .
It is clear that any regular orbit G/L = G · x ∈ M of a K-manifold (M,J, g)
has an induced CR structure (D, J), which is invariant under the transitive action
of G. For this reason, several facts on the global structure of the regular orbits of
a K-manifolds can be detected using what is known on compact homogeneous CR
manifolds (see e.g. [AHR] and [AS]).
Here, we recall some of those facts, which will turn out to be crucial in the next
sections.
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Let (G/L,D, J) be a homogeneous CR manifold of a compact semisimple Lie
group G, with an integrable CR structure (D, J) of codimension one. If we consider
the B-orthogonal decomposition g = l + n, where l = Lie(L), then the orthogonal
complement n is naturally identifiable with the tangent space To(G/L), o = eL, by
means of the map
φ : n→ To(G/L) , φ(X) = Xˆ|o .
If we denote by m the subspace
m = φ−1(Do) ⊂ n ,
we get the following orthogonal decomposition of g:
g = l+ n = l+ RZD + m . (2.3)
where ZD ∈ (l + m)⊥. Since the decomposition is adl-invariant, it follows that
ZD ∈ Cg(l).
Using again the identification map φ : n → To(G/L), we may consider the
complex structure
J : m→ m , J def= φ∗(Jo) . (2.4)
Note that J is uniquely determined by the direct sum decomposition
mC = m10 + m01 , m01 = m10 , (2.5)
where m10 and m01 are the J -eigenspaces with eigenvalues +i and −i, respectively.
In all the following, (2.3) will be called the structural decomposition of g associ-
ated with D; the subspace m10 ⊂ mC (respectively, m01 = m10) given (2.5) will be
called the holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) subspace associated with (D, J).
We recall that a G-invariant CR structure (D, J) on G/L is integrable if and
only if the associated holomorphic subspace m10 ⊂ mC is so that
lC + m10 is a subalgebra of gC . (2.6)
We now need to introduce a few concepts which are quite helpful in describing
the structure of a generic compact homogeneous CR manifold.
Definition 2.4. Let N = G/L be a homogeneous manifold of a compact semisim-
ple Lie group G and (D, J) a G-invariant, integrable CR structure of codimension
one on N .
We say that a CR manifold (N = G/L,D, J) is a Morimoto-Nagano space if
either G/L = S2n−1, n > 1, endowed with the standard CR structure of S2n−1 ⊂
CPn, or there exists a subgroup H ⊂ G so that:
a) G/H is a compact rank one symmetric space (i.e. RPn = SOn+1/SOn ·Z2,
Sn = SOn+1/SOn, CP
n = SUn+1/SUn, HP
n = Spn+1/Spn or OP
2 =
F4/Spin9);
b) G/L is a sphere bundle S(G/H) ⊂ T (G/H) in the tangent space of G/H;
c) (D, J) is the CR structure induced on G/L = S(G/H) by the G-invariant
complex structure of T (G/H) ∼= GC/HC.
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If a Morimoto-Nagano space is G-equivalent to a sphere S2n−1 we call it trivial ; we
call it non-trivial in all other cases.
A G-equivariant holomorphic fibering
π : N = G/L→ F = G/Q
of (N,D, J) onto a non-trivial flag manifold (F = G/Q, JF ) with invariant complex
structure JF , is called CRF fibration. A CRF fibration π : G/L → G/Q is called
nice if the standard fiber is a non-trivial Morimoto-Nagano space; it is called very
nice if it is nice and there exists no other nice CRF fibration π′ : G/L→ G/Q with
standard fibers of smaller dimension.
The following Proposition gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-
tence of a CRF fibration. The proof can be found in [AS].
Proposition 2.5. Let G/L be homogeneous CR manifold of a compact semisim-
ple Lie group G, with an integrable, codimension one G-invariant CR structure
(D, J). Let also g = l+ RZD +m be the structural decomposition of g and m10 the
holomorphic subspace, associated with (D, J).
Then G/L admits a non-trivial CRF fibration if and only if there exists a proper
parabolic subalgebra p = r + n ( gC (here r is a reductive part and n the nilradical
of p) such that:
a) r = (p ∩ g)C ; b) lC + m01 ⊂ p ; c) lC ( r .
In this case, G/L admits a CRF fibration with basis G/Q = GC/P , where Q is the
connected subgroup generated by q = r ∩ g and P is the parabolic subgroup of GC
with Lie algebra p.
Let us go back to the regular orbits of a K-manifold (M,J, g) acted on by the
compact semisimple group G. We already pointed out that each regular orbit
(G/L = G · x,D, J), endowed with the induced CR structure (D, J), is a compact
homogeneous CR manifold. In the statement of the following Theorem we collect
the main results on the one-parameter family of compact homogeneous CR mani-
folds given by the regular orbits of a K-manifold, which is a direct consequence Th.
3.1 in [PS1] (see also [HS] and [PS] Th.2.4).
Theorem 2.6. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold acted on by the compact semisimple
Lie group G.
(1) If M is standard, then there exists a flag manifold (G/K, Jo) with a G-
invariant complex structure Jo, such that any regular orbit (G · x = G/L,
D, J) of M admits a CRF-fibration π : (G/L,D, J) → (G/K, Jo) onto
(G/K, Jo) with standard fiber S
1.
(2) If M is non-standard, then there exists a flag manifold (G/K, Jo) with a
G-invariant complex structure Jo such that any regular orbit (G/L = G ·
x,D, J) admits a very nice CRF fibration π : (G/L,D, J) → (G/K, Jo)
where the standard fiber K/L is a non-trivial Morimoto-Nagano space of
dimension dimK/L ≥ 3.
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Furthermore, if the last case occurs, then the fiber K/L of the CRF fibration π :
(G/L,D, J)→ (G/K, Jo) has dimension 3 if and only if M is a non-standard KE-
manifold and K/L is either S(RP 2) ⊂ T (RP 2) = CP 2 \ { [z] : tz · z = 0} or
S(CP 1) ⊂ T (CP 1) = CP 1 × CP 1 \ { [z] = [w] }.
3. The optimal transversal curves of a K-manifold.
3.1 Notation and preliminary facts.
If G is a compact semisimple Lie group and tC ⊂ gC is a given Cartan subalgebra,
we will use the following notation:
- B is the Cartan-Killing form of g and for any subspace A ⊂ g, A⊥ is the
B-orthogonal complement to A;
- R is the root system of (gC, tC);
- Hα ∈ tC is the B-dual element to the root α;
- for any α, β ∈ R, the scalar product (α, β) is set to be equal to (α, β) =
B(Hα,Hβ);
- Eα is the root vector with root α in the Chevalley normalization; in par-
ticular B(Eα, E−β) = δαβ , [Eα, E−α] = Hα, [Hα, Eβ ] = (β, α)Eβ and
[Hα, E−β ] = −(β, α)E−β ;
- for any root α,
Fα =
1√
2
(Eα − E−α) , Gα = i√
2
(Eα +E−α) ;
note that for α, β ∈ R
B(Fα, Fβ) = −δαβ = B(Gα, Gβ) , B(Fα, Gβ) = B(Fα,Hβ) = B(Gα,Hβ) = 0 ;
- the notation for the roots of a simple Lie algebra is the same of [GOV] and
[AS].
Recall that for any two roots α, β, with β 6= −α, in case [Eα, Eβ ] is non trivial then
it is equal to [Eα, Eβ ] = Nα,βEα+β where the coefficients Nα,β verify the following
conditions:
Nα,β = −Nβ,α , Nα,β = −N−α,−β . (3.1)
From (3.1) and the properties of root vectors in the Chevalley normalization, the
following well known properties can be derived:
(1) for any α, β ∈ R with α 6= β
[Fα, Fβ ], [Gα, Gβ ] ∈ span{Fγ , γ ∈ R} , [Fα, Gβ ] ∈ span{Gγ , γ ∈ R} ; (3.2)
(2) for any H ∈ tC and any α, β ∈ R, B(H, [Fα, Fβ ]) = B(H, [Gα, Gβ ]) = 0 and
B(H, [Fα, Gβ ]) = iδαβB(H,Hα) = δαβα(iH) ; (3.3)
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Finally, for what concerns the Lie algebra of flag manifolds and of CR manifolds,
we adopt the following notation.
Assume that G/K is a flag manifold with invariant complex structure J (for
definitions and basic facts, we refer to [Al], [AP], [BFR], [Ni]) and let π : G/L →
G/K be a G-equivariant S1-bundle over G/K. In particular, let us assume that l
is a codimension one subalgebra of k. Recall that k = kss+ z(k), with kss semisimple
part of k. Hence the semisimple part lss of l is equal to kss and k = l + RZ =
(kss + z(k) ∩ l) + RZ for some Z ∈ z(k).
Let tC ⊂ kC be a Cartan subalgebra for gC contained in kC and R the root system
of (gC, tC). Then we will use the following notation:
- Ro = {α ∈ R , Eα ∈ k };
- Rm = {α ∈ R , Eα ∈ m };
- for any α ∈ R, we denote by g(α)C = spanC{ E±α,Hα} and g(α) = g(α)C∩
g;
- m(α) denotes the irreducible kC-submoduli of mC, with highest weight α ∈
Rm;
- if m(α) and m(β) are equivalent as lC-moduli, we denote by m(α) + λm(β)
the irreducible lC-module with highest weight vector Eα + λEβ , α, β ∈ Rm,
λ ∈ C.
3.2 The structural decomposition g = l+RZD+m determined by the CR structure
of a regular orbit.
The main results of this subsection are given by the following two theorems on
the structural decomposition of the regular orbits of a K-manifolds. The first one is
a straightforward consequence of definitions, Theorem 2.6 and the results in [PS].
Theorem 3.1. Let (M,J, g) be a standard K-manifold acted on by the compact
semisimple group G and let g = l+RZD+m and m10 be the structural decomposition
and the holomorphic subspace, respectively, associated with the CR structure (D, J)
of a regular orbit G/L = G · p. Let also J : m→ m be the unique complex structure
on m, which determines the decomposition mC = m10 + m10.
Then, k = l + RZD is the isotropy subalgebra of a flag manifold K, and the
complex structure J : m → m is adk-invariant and corresponds to a G-invariant
complex structure J on G/K.
In particular, there exists a Cartan subalgebra tC ⊂ kC and an ordering of the
associated root system R, so that m10 is generated by the corresponding positive root
vectors in mC = (k⊥)C.
The following theorem describes the structural decomposition and the holomor-
phic subspace of a regular orbit of a non-standard K-manifold. Also this theorem
can be considered as a consequence of Theorem 2.6, but the proof is a little bit
more involved.
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Theorem 3.2. Let (M,J, g) be a non-standard K-manifold acted on by the compact
semisimple group G and let g = l+RZD+m and m10 be the structural decomposition
and the holomorphic subspace, respectively, associated with the CR structure (D, J)
of a regular orbit G/L = G · p.
Then there exists a simple subalgebra gF ⊂ g with the following properties:
a) denote by lF = l ∩ gF , lo = l ∩ g⊥F , mF = m ∩ gF and m′ = m ∩ g⊥F ; then
the pair (gF , lF ) is one of those listed in Table 1 and g and gF admit the
following B-orthogonal decompositions:
g = lo + (lF + RZD) + (mF +m′) , gF = lF + RZD + mF ;
furthermore [lo, gF ] = {0} and the connected subgroup K ⊂ G with Lie
algebra k = lo + gF is the isotropy subalgebra of a flag manifold G/K;
b) denote by m10F = m
C
F ∩ m10; then there exists a Cartan subalgebra tCF ⊂
lCF + CZD and a complex number λ with 0 < |λ| < 1 so that the element
ZD, determined up to scaling, and the subspace m10F , determined up to an
element of the Weyl group and up to complex conjugation, are as listed in
Table 1 (see §3.1 for notation):
gF lF ZD m10F
su2 {0} − i2Hε1−ε2 C(Eε1−ε2 + λE−ε1+ε2)
sun+1 sun−2 ⊕ R − iHε1−ε2 (C(Eε1−ε2+λ
2E−ε1+ε2 )⊕
(m(ε1−ε3)+λm(ε2−ε3))⊕(m(ε3−ε2)+λm(ε3−ε1))
su2 + su2 R − i2(Hε1−ε2 +Hε′1−ε′2) C(Eε1−ε2+λE−(ε′1−ε′2))⊕C(Eε′1−ε′2+λE−(ε1−ε2))
so7 su3 − 2i3 (Hε1+ε2 +Hε3) (m(ε1+ε2)+λm(−ε3))⊕m(−ε3)+(λm(ε1+ε2))
f4 so7 −i2Hε1 (m(ε1+ε2)+λ
2m(−ε1+ε2))⊕
(m(1/2(ε1+ε2+ε3+ε4))+λm(1/2(−ε1+ε2+ε3+ε4)))
so2n+1 so2n−1 −iHε1 (m(ε1+ε2)+λm(−ε1+ε2))
so2n so2n−2 −iHε1 (m(ε1+ε2)+λm(−ε1+ε2))
spn sp1+spn−2 −iHε1+ε2 (m(2ε1)+λ2m(−2ε2))⊕(m(ε1+ε3)+λm(−ε2+ε3))
Table 1
c) the holomorphic subspace m10 admits the following orthogonal decomposition
m10 = m10F +m
′10
where m′10 = m′C ∩m10;
d) the complex structure J ′ : m′ → m′ associated with the eigenspace decom-
position m′C = m′10 + m′01, where m′01 = m′10, is AdK-invariant and
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determines a G-invariant complex structure on the flag manifold G/K; in
particular the J ′-eigenspaces are adRZD -invariant:
[RZD,m′10] ⊂ m′10 , [RZD,m′01] ⊂ m′01 .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 needs the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let G/L = G · p be a regular orbit of the non-standard K-manifold
(M,J, g). Let also π : (G/L,D, J) → (G/K, Jo) be the CRF fibration given in
Theorem 2.6 and (DK , JK) the CR structures of the standard fiber K/L.
Then:
i) the 1-dimensional subspaces RZDK and RZD of the structural decomposi-
tions of k and g at the point p are the same, i.e. their structural decomposi-
tions are k = l+RZD +mK and g = l+RZD +m = l+RZD + (mK +m′);
ii) the holomorphic subspace m10 of (G/L,D, J) admits the B-orthogonal de-
composition m10 = m10K + m
′10 where m′10 = m10 ∩ m′C and m10K is the
holomorphic subspace of (K/L,DK , JK);
iii) [RZD,m′10] ⊂ m′10 and [RZD,m′01] ⊂ m′01.
Proof. Let k = l+RZDK+mK and g = l+RZD+m be the structural decompositions
of k and g at the point p, associated with the CR structures (DK , JK) and (D, J),
respectively. Denote also by JK and J the induced complex structures on mK and
m.
To prove i), we have to show that RZDK = RZD. This is proved by the following
observation. By definitions,
mK = { X ∈ m : π∗(XˆeL) = 0} = m ∩ k
and hence
RZDK = k ∩ (l+mK)⊥ = k ∩ (l+ (m ∩ k))⊥ ⊆ k ∩ (l+ m)⊥ = k ∩ RZD = RZD .
ii) follows from the fact JK = J |mK .
To prove iii), we recall that by Proposition 2.5, if P is the parabolic subgroup such
that (G/K, JF ) is G-equivariantly biholomorphic to G
C/P , then the subalgebra
p = Lie(P ) ⊂ gC verifies
lC +m01K +m
′01 ⊂ p = kC + n
where n is the nilradical of p and kC is a reductive complement to n. In particular,
m′01 ⊂ p ∩ (kC)⊥ = n. Moreover,
dimCm
′01 = dimCG/P = dimC n
and hence m′01 = n. It follows that [RZD,m′01] ⊂ [kC, n] ⊂ n = m′01 and
[RZD,m′10] = [RZD,m′01] ⊂ m′01 = m′10. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let K ⊂ G be a subgroup so that any regular orbit G/L
admits a very nice CRF fibration π : (G/L,D, J) → (G/K, Jo) as prescribed by
Theorem 2.6. Then, for any regular point p, the K-orbitK/L = K ·p ⊂ G/L = G·p
(which is the fiber of the CRF fibration π) is a non-trivial Morimoto-Nagano space.
In particular, K/L is Levi non-degenerate, it is simply connected and the CR
structure is non-standard (for the definition of non-standard CR structures and
the properties of the CR structures of the Morimoto-Nagano spaces, see [AS]).
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3, the 1-dimensional subspace RZDK associated with the
CR structure of K/L coincides with the 1-dimensional subspace RZD associated
with the CR structure of G/L.
Let Lo ⊂ L be the normal subgroup of the elements which act trivially on K/L.
Let also GF = K/Lo and lo = Lie(Lo), gF = k ∩ (lo)⊥ ∼= Lie(GF ).
Note that Th. 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of [AS] apply immediately to the homogeneous CR
manifold GF /LF , with LF = L mod Lo. In particular, since the CRF fibration
π : G/L → G/K is very nice, K/L = GF /LF is a primitive homogeneous CR
manifold (for the definition of primitive CR manifolds, see [AS]) and gF is sun,
su2 + su2, so7, f4, son (n ≥ 5) or spn (n ≥ 2).
From Th.1.4, Prop. 6.3 and Prop. 6.4 in [AS] and from Lemma 3.3 i) and ii),
it follows immediately that the subalgebra gF and the holomorphic subspace m
10
F ,
associated with the CR structure of the fiber K/L = GF /LF , verify a), b), c) and
d). 
In the following, we will call the subalgebra gF the Morimoto-Nagano subalgebra
of the non-standard K-manifold M . We will soon prove that the Morimoto-Nagano
subalgebra is independent (up to conjugation) from the choice of the regular orbit
G · p = G/L.
We will also call (gF , lF ) and the subspace m
10
F the Morimoto-Nagano pair
and the Morimoto-Nagano holomorphic subspace, respectively, of the regular or-
bit G/L = G · p.
3.3 Optimal transversal curves.
We prove now the existence of a special family of nice transversal curves called
optimal transversal curves (see §1). We first show the existence of such curves for
a non-standard K-manifold.
Theorem 3.4. Let (M,J, g) be a non-standard K-manifold acted on by the compact
semisimple group G. Then there exists a point po in the non-complex singular orbit
and an element Z ∈ g, such that the curve
η : R→M , ηt = exp(tiZ) · po
verifies the following properties:
(1) it is a nice transversal curve; in particular the isotropy subalgebra gηt for
any ηt ∈Mreg is a fixed subalgebra l;
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(2) there exists a subspace m such that, for any ηt ∈ Mreg, the structural de-
composition g = l + RZD(t) + m(t) of the orbit G/L = G · ηt is given by
m(t) = m and RZD(t) = RZ;
(3) the Morimoto-Nagano pairs (gF (t), lF (t)) of the regular orbits G · ηt do not
dependent on t;
(4) for any ηt ∈ Mreg, the holomorphic subspace m10(t) admits the orthogonal
decomposition
m10(t) = m10F (t) +m
′10(t)
where m′10(t) = m′10 ⊂ mC is independent on t and m10F (t) is a Morimoto-
Nagano holomorphic subspace which is listed in Table 1, determined by the
parameter λ equal to
λ = λ(t) = e2t .
Moreover, if ηt = exp(tiZ) · po is any of such curves and if (gF , lF ) is (up to
conjugation) the Morimoto-Nagano pair of a regular orbits G/L = G · ηt, then (up
to conjugation) Z is the element in the column ”ZD” of Table 1, associated with
the Lie algebra gF .
For the proof of Theorem 3.4, we first need two Lemmata.
Lemma 3.5. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold acted on by the compact semisimple
Lie group G. Let also p be a regular point and G/L = G · p and GC/H = GC · p the
G- and the GC-orbit of p, respectively. Then:
(1) the isotropy subalgebra h = Lie(GCp ) is equal to
h = lC + m01
where m01 = m10 is the anti-holomorphic subspace associated with the CR
structure of G/L = G · p;
(2) for any g ∈ GC, the isotropy subalgebra l′ = gp′ at p′ = g · p is equal to
l′ = Adg(lC + m01) ∩ g ;
(3) let g ∈ GC and suppose that p′ = g ·p is a regular point; if we denote by g =
l′+RZ ′D+m
′ and by m′10 the structural decomposition and the holomorphic
subspace, respectively, given by the CR structure of G · p′ = G/L′, then
m′10 = Adg(lC +m10) ,
m′ =
(
Adg(l
C +m10) + Adg(lC + m10)
)
∩ g ∩ l′⊥ .
Proof. (1) Consider an element V = X + iY ∈ gC, with X,Y ∈ g. Then V belongs
to h if and only if
X̂ + iY |p = Xˆp + JYˆp = 0 .
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This means that JXˆp = −Yˆp is tangent to the orbit G·p. In particular, X,Y ∈ l+m
and V = X + iJX ∈ lC + m01.
(2) Clearly, L′ = G∩GCp′ = G∩ (gHg−1) and l′ = g∩Adg(h). The claim is then
an immediate consequence of (1).
(3) From (1), it follows that
m′10 = m′01 = h′ ∩ (l′C)⊥ = Adg(lC +m01) ∩ (l′C)⊥ .
From this, the conclusion follows. 
Lemma 3.6. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold acted on by the compact semisimple
Lie group G. Let also p be a regular point and g = l + RZD + m the structural
decomposition associated with the CR structure of G/L = G · p. Then:
(1) for any g ∈ exp(C∗ZD), the isotropy subalgebra gp′ at the point p′ = g · p is
orthogonal to RZD; moreover, l ⊆ gp′ and, if p′ is regular, l = gp′ ;
(2) the curve
η : R→M , ηt = exp(itZD) · p
is a nice transversal curve through p.
Proof. (1) From Lemma 3.5 (2), for any point p′ = exp(λZD) · p, with λ ∈ C∗,
B(gp′ ,RZD) = B(Adexp(λZD)(lC +m01) ∩ g,RZD) =
= B((lC +m01) ∩ g,Adexp(−λZD)(RZD)) = B((lC +m01) ∩ g,RZD) = 0 .
Moreover, since ZD ∈ CgC(lC), we get that
gp′ = (Adexp(λZD)(l
C + m01)) ∩ g = l+ Adexp(λZD)(m01) ∩ g ⊃ l .
This implies that l = gp′ if p
′ is regular.
(2) From (1), we have that condition (2.1) and the equality G · ηt = G · p = G/L
are verified for any point ηt ∈Mreg. It remains to show that η intersects any regular
orbit.
Let Ω = M \G be the orbit space and π :M → Ω =M \G the natural projection
map. It is known (see e.g. [Br]) that Ω is homeomorphic to Ω = [0, 1], with Mreg =
π−1(]0, 1[). Hence η intersects any regular orbit if and only if (π ◦ η)(R) ⊃]0, 1[.
Let x1 = inf(π ◦ η)(R) and let {tn} ⊂]0, 1[ be a sequence such that (π ◦ η)tn
tends to x1. If we assume that x1 > 0, we may select a subsequence tnk so that
limnk→∞ ηtnk exists and it is equal to a regular point po. From (1) and a continuity
argument, we could conclude that l is equal to the isotropy subalgebra gpo , that
ZˆD|po 6= 0 and that JZˆD|po is not tangent to the orbit G · po. In particular,
it would follow that the curve exp(iRZD) · po has non-empty intersection with
η(R) = exp(iRZD) · p and that po ∈ η(R); moreover we would have that η is
transversal to G · po and that x1 = π(po) is an inner point of π ◦ η(R), which is a
contradiction.
A similar contradiction arises if we assume that x2 = supπ ◦ η(R) < 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. Pick a regular point p. Let g = l+RZD+m be the structural
decomposition of the orbit G · p and let ηt = exp(itZD) · p. From Lemmata 3.5 and
3.6 and Theorem 3.2, the structural decompositions g = l + RZD(t) + m(t) of all
regular orbits G ·ηt are independent on t. Moreover, from Lemma 3.5 and Theorem
3.2, it follows that the Morimoto-Nagano pair (gF , lF ) is the same for all regular
orbits G · ηt and the holomorphic subspace m10t of the orbit G · ηt is of the form
m10t = Adexp(itZD)(m
10
0 ) = Adexp(−itZD)(m
10
F (0)) + Adexp(−itZD)(m
′10(0)) (3.4)
where m100 = m
10
F (0)+m
′10(0) is the decomposition of the holomorphic subspace of
G · η0 given in Theorem 3.2 c). Since ZD ∈ gF , from (3.4) and Theorem 3.2 d), it
follows that
m10t = Adexp(−itZD)(m
10
F (0)) +m
′10(0) .
This proves that the Morimoto-Nagano holomorphic subspace m10F (t) of the orbit
G · ηt is
m10F (t) = Adexp(−itZD)(m
10
F (0)) (3.5)
and that the B-orthogonal complement m′10 = m′10(0) is independent on t and
adZD -invariant.
A simple computation shows that if gF and m
10
F (t) = Adexp(−itZD)(m
10
F (0)) ap-
pear in a row of Table 1 and if ZD is equal to ZD = AZo, where Zo is the cor-
responding element listed in the column ”ZD”, then m10F (t) is determined by a
complex parameter λ = λ(t), which verifies the differential equation
dλ
dt
= 2Aλ(t) .
In particular, if we assume A = 1, then λ(t) = e2t+Bp where Bp is a complex
number which depends only on the regular point p.
Let us replace p with the point po = exp(−iBp2 Z) · p: it is immediate to realize
that the new function λ(t) is equal to
λ(t) = e2t+Bp−Bp = e2t .
This proves that the curve ηt = e
itZD · po verifies (1), (2), (3) and (4).
It remains to prove that for any choice of the regular point p, the point po =
exp(−iBp2 Z) · p is a point of the non-complex singular orbit of M .
Observe that, since η(R) is the orbit of a real 1-parameter subgroup of GC,
the complex isotropy subalgebra ht ⊂ gC is (up to conjugation) independent on
the point ηt. Indeed, if ηto is a regular point with complex isotropy subalgebra
hto = l
C +m01F +m
′01, then for any other point ηt, we have that
ht = Adexp(i(t−to)ZD)(l
C +m01F +m
′01) .
On the other hand, the real isotropy subalgebra gηt ⊂ g is equal to
gηt = ht ∩ g = Adexp(i(t−to)ZD)(lC +m01F +m′01) ∩ g . (3.6)
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From (3.6), Table 1 and (4), one can check that in all cases
gη0 ) l+ RZD
and hence that η0 = po is a singular point for the G-action. On the other hand
po cannot be in the complex singular G-orbit, because otherwise this orbit would
coincide with GC · po = GC · p and it would contradict the assumption that p is a
regular point for the G-action. 
The following is the analogous result for standard K-manifolds.
Theorem 3.7. Let (M,J, g) be a standard K-manifold acted on by the compact
semisimple group G and let po be any regular point for the G-action. Let also
g = l + RZ + m and m10 be the structural decomposition and the holomorphic
subspace associated with the CR structure of the orbit G/L = G · po. Then the
curve
η : R→M , ηt = exp(tiZ) · po
verifies the following properties:
(1) it is a nice transversal curve; in particular the stabilizer in g of any regular
point ηt is equal to the isotropy subalgebra l = gpo ;
(2) for any regular point ηt, the structural decomposition g = l+RZD(t)+m(t)
and the holomorphic subspace m10(t) of the CR structure of G/L = G · ηt
is given by the subspaces m(t) = m, RZD(t) = RZ and m10(t) = m10.
Proof. (1) is immediate from Lemma 3.6.
(2) It is sufficient to prove that [Z,m10 ] ⊂ m10. In fact, from this the claim
follows as an immediate corollary of Lemmata 3.5 and 3.6.
Let (G/K, JF ) be the flag manifold with invariant complex structure JF , given
by Theorem 2.6, so that any regular orbit G · x admits a CRF fibration onto G/K,
with fiber S1. Let also P be the parabolic subalgebra of GC such that G/K is
biholomorphic to GC/P .
From Proposition 2.5, if we denote by p = kC + n the decomposition of the
parabolic subalgebra p ⊂ gC into nilradical n plus reductive part kC, we have that
k = p ∩ g , lC ( kC , lC +m01 ⊂ kC + n . (3.7)
Since the CRF fibration has fiber S1, it follows that k = l + RZ ′ for some Z ′ ∈
z(k) ⊂ a = Cg(l) ∩ l⊥.
In case dim a = 1, we have that a = RZ = RZ ′ and hence m10 ⊂ (lC + CZ)⊥ =
(kC)⊥. From (3.7) we get that m01 = n and that [Z,m01] ⊂ [kC, n] ⊂ n = m01.
In case a is 3-dimensional, let us denote by a⊥ = a ∩ m = a ∩ (RZ)⊥ and by
a10 = aC ∩m10, a01 = aC ∩m01 = a10 so that (a⊥)C = a10 + a01. Consider also the
orthogonal decompositions
g = l+ RZ +m = l+ RZ + a⊥ + m′ , m10 = a10 +m′10 ,
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where m′10 = m10∩m′C. Let lss be the semisimple part of l and note that lss = kss.
By classical properties of flag manifolds (see e.g. [Al], [AP], [Ni]) the adkss-module
m′ contains no trivial adkss-module and hence m′10 = [kss,m′10] = [k,m′10]. In
particular, m′01 = m′10 is orthogonal to kC and hence it is included in n. So,
[Z,m′01] ⊂ [Z, n ∩ (lC + aC)⊥] ⊂ n ∩ (lC + aC)⊥ = m′01 .
From this, it follows that in order to prove that [Z,m10] ⊂ m10, one has only to
show that [Z, a10] ⊂ a10 ⊂ m10.
By dimension counting, a10 = CE for some element E ∈ aC ≃ sl2(C). In case
E is a nilpotent element for the Lie algebra aC ≃ sl2(C), we may choose a Cartan
subalgebra CHα for a = sl2(R), so that E ∈ CEα. In this case, we have that
Z ∈ (a10 + a01)⊥ = (CEα + CE−α)⊥ = CHα
and hence [Z, a10] ⊂ [CHα,CEα] = CEα = a10 and we are done.
In case E is a regular element for aC, with no loss of generality, we may consider
a Cartan subalgebra CHα for a
C so that CE = C(Eα + tE−α) for some t 6= 0. In
this case, a01 = a10 = C(E−α+ t¯Eα) = C(Eα+ 1t¯E−α) and, since a
10∩a01 = {0}, it
follows that t 6= 1/t¯. In particular, we get that CZ = (a10+a01)⊥ = CHα. Now, by
Lemma 3.5 (2), for any λ ∈ C∗, the isotropy subalgebra lgλ·po , with gλ = exp(λZ),
is equal to
lgλ·po = Adexp(λZ)(l
C + a01 +m′01) ∩ g = lC +m′01 + C(Eα + te−2λα(Z)E−α) ∩ g .
Therefore, if λ is such that te−2λα(Z) = −1, we have that lgλ·po = l+R(Eα−E−α) )
l and hence that p = gλ ·po is a singular point for the G-action. On the other hand,
p is in the GC-orbit of po and hence the singular orbit G · p is not a complex orbit.
But this is in contradiction with the hypothesis that M is standard and hence that
it has two singular G-orbits, which are both complex. 
Any curve ηt = exp(itZ) · po, which verifies the claim of Theorems 3.4 or 3.7,
will be called optimal transversal curve.
3.4 The optimal bases along the optimal transversal curves.
In all the following, η is an optimal transversal curve. In caseM is a non-standard
K-manifold, we denote by g = l+RZD+m, (gF , lF ), m10F (t) and m
10 = m10F (t)+m
′10
the structural decomposition, the Morimoto-Nagano pair, the Morimoto-Nagano
subspace and the holomorphic subspace, respectively, at the regular points ηt ∈
Mreg. The same notation will be adopted in caseM is a standard K-manifold, with
the convention that, in this case, the Morimoto-nagano pair (gF , lF ) is the trivial
pair ({0}, {0}) and that the Morimoto-Nagano holomorphic subspace is m10F = {0}.
We will also assume that l = lo+ lF , where lo = l∩ l⊥F . By tC = tCo +tCF ⊂ lC ⊂ gC,
with to ⊂ lo and tF ⊂ lF , we denote a Cartan subalgebra of gC with the property
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that, the expressions of m10F (t) and ZD in terms of the root vectors of (g
C
F , t
C
F ) are
exactly as those listed in Table 1, corresponding to the parameter λt = e
2t.
Let R be the root system of (gC, tC). Then R is union of the following disjoint
subsets of roots:
R = Ro ∪R′ = (Ro⊥ ∪ RoF ) ∪ (R′F ∪ R′+ ∪R′−) ,
where
Ro⊥ = { α , Eα ∈ lCo } , RoF = { α , Eα ∈ lCF } ,
R′F = { α , Eα ∈ mCF } , R′+ = { α , Eα ∈ m′10 } , R′− = { α , Eα ∈ m′01 } .
Note that
−Ro⊥ = Ro⊥ , −RoF = RoF , −R′F = R′F , −R′+ = R′− .
Moreover, Ro⊥ is orthogonal to R
o
F and R
o
⊥, R
o
F and R
o
F ∪R′F are closed subsystems.
Clearly, in case M is standard, we will assume that RoF = R
′
F = ∅.
We claim that for any α ∈ R′F there exists exactly one root αd ∈ R′F and two
integers ǫα = ±1 and ℓα = ±1,±2 such that, for any t ∈ R,
Eα + e
2ℓαtǫαE−αd ∈ m10F (t) , . (3.8)
The proof of this claim is the following. By direct inspection of Table 1, the
reader can check that any maximal lCF -isotopic subspace of m
C
F (t) (i.e. any maximal
subspace which is sum of equivalent irreducible lCF -moduli) is direct sum of exactly
two irreducible lCF -moduli (see also [AS]). Let us denote by (αi,−αdi ) (i = 1, 2, . . . )
all pairs of roots in RF with the property that the associated root vectors Eαi and
E−αd
i
are maximal weight vectors of equivalent lCF -moduli in m
C
F (t). Using Table 1,
one can check that in all cases m10F (t) decomposes into non-equivalent irreducible
lCF -moduli, with maximal weight vectors of the form
Eαi + λ
(i)
t E−αdi
where λ
(i)
t = (λ(t))
ℓi = etℓit, where ℓi is an integer which is either ±1 or ±2.
Hence m10F (t) is spanned by the vectors Eαi +λtE−αdi and by vectors of the form
[Eβ , Eαi + λtE−αdi ] = Nβ,αiEαi+β + λtNβ,−αdiE−αdi+β , (3.9)
for some Eβ ∈ lC. Since the lC-moduli containing Eαi and E−αdi are equivalent,
the lengths of the sequences of roots αi+ rβ and −αdi + rβ are both equal to some
given integer, say p. This implies that for any root β ∈ RoF
N2β,αi = (p+ 1)
2 = N2β,−αd
i
and hence that
Nβ,αi
N
β,−αd
i
= ±1. From this remark and (3.9), we conclude that m10F (t)
is generated by elements of the form
Eα + ǫαe
tℓαtE−αd ,
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where β ∈ RoF , α = αi + β, α = αi + β, αd = αdi + β and ǫα = Nβ,αiN
β,−αd
i
. This
concludes the proof of the claim.
For any root α ∈ RF , we call CR-dual root of α the root αd so that Eα +
ǫαe
tℓαtE−αd ∈ m10(t).
We fix a positive root subsystem R+ ⊂ R so that R′+ = R+∩(R\(Ro∪RoF ∪R′F )).
Moreover, we decompose the set of roots R′F into
R′F = R
(+)
F ∪R(−)F
where
R
(+)
F = {α ∈ R′F : Eα + ǫαeℓαtE−αd ∈ m10 , with ℓα = +1,+2 }
R
(−)
F = {α ∈ R′F : Eα + ǫαeℓαtE−αd ∈ m10 , with ℓα = −1,−2 }
Using Table 1, one can check that in all cases
m10 = spanC{ Eα + ǫαeℓαtE−αd , α ∈ R(+)F }
and that if α ∈ R(+)F , then also the CR dual root αd ∈ R(+)F . We will denote by
{α1, αd1 , α2, αd2 , . . . , αr , αdr} the set of roots in R(+)F and by {β1, . . . , βs} the roots in
R′+ = R
+ ∩R′.
Observe that the number of roots in R
(+)
F is equal to
1
2
(dimRGF /LF − 1), where
GF /LF is the Morimoto-Nagano space associated with the pair (gF , lF ).
Finally, we consider the following basis for RZD + m ≃ TηtG · ηt. We set
F0 = ZD ,
and, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we define the vectors F+i , F−i , G+i and G−i , as follows: in
case {αi, αdi } ⊂ R(+)F is a pair of CR dual roots with αi 6= αdi , we set
F+i =
1√
2
(Fαi + ǫαiFαdi ) , F
−
i =
1√
2
(Fαi − ǫαiFαdi ) ,
G+i =
1√
2
(Gαi + ǫαiGαdi ) , G
−
i =
1√
2
(Gαi − ǫαiGαdi ) , (3.10)
where ǫαi = ±1 is the integer which is defined in (3.8); in case {αi, αdi } ⊂ R(+)F is
a pair of CR dual roots with αi = α
d
i , we set
F+i = Fαi =
Eαi − E−αi√
2
, G+i = Gαi = i
Eαi + E−αi√
2
(3.10’)
and we do not define the corresponding vectors F−i or G
−
i . Finally, for any 1 ≤ i ≤
s = n− 1− 2r, we set
F ′i = Fβi , G
′
i = Gβi . (3.11)
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Note that in case r is odd, there is only one root αi ∈ R(+)F such that αi = αdi .
When gF = su2, this root is also the unique root in R
(+)
F .
In case gF = {0}, we set F0 = ZD and F ′i = Fβi , G′i = Gβi and we do not define
the vector F
(±)
i or G
(±)
i .
The basis (F0, F
±
k , Fj , G
±
k , Gj) for RZD+m, which we just defined, will be called
optimal basis associated with the optimal transversal curve η. Notice that this basis
is B-orthonormal.
For simplicity of notation, we will often use the symbol Fk (resp. Gk) to denote
any vector in the set {F0, F±j , F ′j} (resp. in {G±j , G′j}). We will also denote by NF
the number of elements of the form F±i . Note that NF is equal to half the real
dimension of the holomorphic distribution of the Morimoto-Nagano space GF /LF .
For any odd integer 1 ≤ 2k− 1 ≤ NF , we will assume that F2k−1 = F+k ; for any
even integer 2 ≤ 2k ≤ NF , we will assume F2k = F−k . If NF is odd, we denote by
FNF the unique vector defined by (3.10’). We will also assume that Fj = F
′
j−NF
for any NF + 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
In case M is a standard K-manifold, we assume that NF = 0.
In the following lemma, we describe the action of the complex structure Jt in
terms of an optimal basis.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that ηt is an optimal transversal curve and let
(F0, F
±
k , F
′
j , G
±
k , G
′
j)
an associated optimal basis of RZD +m. Let also Jt be the complex structure of m
corresponding to the CR structure of a regular orbit G · ηt.
Then JtF
′
i = G
′
i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ s = n − 1 − NF . Furthermore, if M is
non-standard (i.e. NF > 0) then:
(1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ NF and {αi, αdi }, is a pair of CR-dual roots in R(+)F with αi 6= αdi
then
JtF
+
i = − coth(ℓit)G+i , JtF−i = − tanh(ℓit)G−i , (3.12)
where ℓi is equal to 2 if F
±
i ∈ [mF ,mF ]C∩mCF and it is equal to 1 otherwise;
(2) if 1 ≤ i ≤ NF and {αi, αdi } is a pair of CR-dual roots in R(+)F with αi = αdi ,
so that F+i = Fαi , then
JtF
+
i = − coth(ℓit)G+i , (3.13)
where ℓi is equal to 2 if F
±
i ∈ [mF ,mF ]C∩mCF and it is equal to 1 otherwise.
Note that the case ℓi = 2 may occur only if gF = f4 or spn - see Table 1.
Proof. The first claim is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 d) and the
property of invariant complex structures on flag manifolds.
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In order to prove (3.12), let us consider a pair {αi, αdi } of CR dual roots in R+F
with αi 6= αdi ; by the previous remarks, there exist two integers ℓi, ℓdi ,which are
either +1 or +2, and two integers ǫαi , ǫαdi = ±1, so that
Eαi + ǫαie
2ℓitE−αd
i
, Eαd
i
+ ǫαd
i
e2ℓ
d
i tE−αi ∈ m10F (t)
for any t 6= 0.
By direct inspection of Table 1, one can check that the integers ℓdi , ℓi are always
equal. We claim that also ǫi = ǫ
d
i for any CR dual pair {αi, αdi } ⊂ R(+)F .
In fact, by conjugation, it follows that the following two vectors are in m01F (t) for
any t 6= 0:
Eαi +
1
ǫαd
i
e2ℓit
E−αdi , Eαdi +
1
ǫαie
2ℓit
E−αi ∈ m01F (t) . (3.14)
At this point, we recall that η0 is a singular point for the G-action and that, by the
structure theorems in [HS] (see also [AS]), the isotropy subalgebra gη0 contains the
isotropy subalgebra (gF )η0 of the non-complex singular GF -orbit in M , which is a
c.r.o.s.s.. In particular, one can check that dimR(gF )η0 = dimR lF + dimCm
01
F .
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.5 (2), we have that (gF )η0 = lF + g ∩ m01F (0)
and hence that
dimR(g ∩m01F (0)) = dimCm01F (0) . (3.15)
Here, by m01F (0) we denote the subspace which is obtained from Table 1, by setting
the value of the parameter λ equal to λ(0) = e0 = 1. Note that this subspace is not
a Morimoto-Nagano subspace.
From (3.14), one can check that (3.15) occurs if and only if
ǫαd
i
= ǫαi (3.16)
for any pair of CR dual roots αi, α
d
i . This proves the claim.
In all the following, we will use the notation ǫi = ǫαi = ǫαdi .
By some straightforward computation, it follows that, for any t 6= 0, the elements
Fαi , Fαdi , Gαi andGαdi are equal to the following linear combinations of holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic elements:
Fαi =
1√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{[
(Eαi + ǫie
2ℓitE−αd
i
) + ǫie
2ℓit(Eαd
i
+ ǫie
2ℓitE−αi )
]
+
+
[
−e4ℓit(Eαi +
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αd
i
)− ǫie2ℓit(Eαd
i
+
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αi )
]}
,
Fαd
i
=
1√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{[
ǫie
2ℓit(Eαi + ǫie
2ℓitE−αd
i
) + (Eαd
i
+ ǫie
2ℓitE−αi)
]
−
−
[
e2ℓitǫi(Eαi +
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αd
i
) + e4ℓit(Eαd
i
+
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αi)
]}
,
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Gαi =
i√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{[
(Eαi + ǫie
2ℓitE−αd
i
)− ǫie2ℓit(Eαd
i
+ ǫie
2ℓitE−αi)
]
+
+
[
−e4ℓit(Eαi +
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αd
i
) + ǫie
2ℓit(Eαd
i
+
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αi )
]}
,
Gαd
i
=
i√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{[
−ǫie2ℓit(Eαi + ǫie2ℓitE−αdi ) + (Eαdi + ǫie
2ℓitE−αi)
]
+
+
[
ǫie
2ℓit(Eαi +
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αd
i
)− e4ℓit(Eαd
i
+
1
ǫie2ℓit
E−αi)
]}
.
We then obtain that
JtFαi =
1 + e4ℓit
1− e4ℓitGαi +
2ǫie
2ℓit
1− e4ℓitGαdi ,
JtFαd
i
=
2ǫie
2ℓit
1− e4ℓitGαi +
1 + e4ℓit
1− e4ℓitGαdi . (3.17)
So, using the fact that ǫ2i = 1, we get JtF
+
i =
1+e2ℓit
1−e2ℓitG
+
i = − coth(ℓit)G+i and
JtF
−
i =
1−e2ℓit
1+e2ℓit
G−i = − tanh(ℓit)G−i . The proof of (3.13) is similar. It suffices to
observe that for any t 6= 0
F+i =
1√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{
(1 + e2ℓit)(Eαi + e
2ℓitE−αi )−
−e2ℓit(1 + e2ℓit)(Eαi + e−2ℓitE−αi)
}
,
G+i =
i√
2(1− e4ℓit)
{
(1− e2ℓit)(Eαi + e2ℓitE−αi )+
+e2ℓit(1− e2ℓit)(Eαi + e−2ℓitE−αi)
}
,
and hence that JtF
+
i =
1+e2ℓit
1−e2ℓitG
+
i = − coth(ℓit)G+i . 
4. The algebraic representatives of the Ka¨hler and Ricci form of a K-
manifold.
In this section we give a rigorous definition of the algebraic representatives of the
Ka¨hler form ω and the Ricci form ρ of a K-manifold. We will also prove Proposition
1.1.
Indeed, we will give the concept of ’algebraic representative’ for any bounded,
closed 2-form ̟, which is defined onMreg and which is G-invariant and J -invariant.
Clearly, ω|Mreg and ρ|Mreg belong to this class of 2-forms.
Let η : R → M be an optimal transversal curve. Since g is semisimple, for any
G-invariant 2-form ̟ on Mreg there exists a unique adl-invariant element F̟,t ∈
Hom(g, g) such that:
B(F̟,t(X), Y ) = ̟ηt(Xˆ, Yˆ ) , X, Y ∈ g , t 6= 0 . (4.1)
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If ̟ is also closed, we have that for any X,Y,W ∈ g
0 = 3d̟(Xˆ, Yˆ , Wˆ ) = ̟(Xˆ, [Yˆ , Wˆ ]) +̟(Yˆ , [Wˆ , Xˆ]) +̟(Wˆ , [Xˆ, Yˆ ]) .
This implies that
F̟,t([X,Y ]),W ) = [F̟,t(X), Y ] + [X,F̟,t(Y )]
i.e. F̟,t is a derivation of g. Therefore, F̟,t is of the form
F̟,t = ad(Z̟(t)) (4.2)
for some Z̟(t) ∈ g and ̟ηt(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = B([Z̟(t),X], Y ) = B(Z̟(t), [X,Y ]) . Note
that since F̟,t is adl-invariant, then Z̟(t) ∈ Cg(l) = z(l)+a, where a = Cg(l)∩ l⊥.
We call the curve
Z̟ : R→ Cg(l) = z(l) + a , (4.3)
the algebraic representative of the 2-form ̟ along the optimal transversal curve η.
By definition, if the algebraic representative Z̟(t) is given, it is possible to
reconstruct the values of ̟ on any pair of vectors, which are tangent to the regular
orbits G ·ηt. Actually, since for any point ηt ∈Mreg we have that J(TηtG) = TηtM ,
it follows that one can evaluate ̟ on any pair of vectors in TηtM if the value
̟ηt(ZˆD, JZˆD) is also given. However, in case ̟ is a closed form, the following
Proposition shows that this last value can be recovered from the first derivative of
the function Z̟(t).
Proposition 4.1. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold acted on by the compact semisim-
ple Lie group G. Let also ηt = exp(tiZD) · po be an optimal transversal curve and
Z̟ : R→ z(l)+a the algebraic representative of a bounded, G-invariant, J-invariant
closed 2-form ̟ along η. Then:
(1) ifM is a standard K-manifold or a non-standard KO-manifold (i.e. if either
a = RZD or a = su2 and M is standard), then there exists an element
I̟ ∈ z(l) and a smooth function f̟ : R→ R so that
Z̟(t) = f̟(t)ZD + I̟ ; (4.4)
(2) if M is non-standard KE-manifold, then there exists a Cartan subalgebra
tC ⊂ lC + aC and a root α of the corresponding root system, such that
ZD ∈ R(iHα) and a = RZD + RFα + RGα; furthermore there exists an
element I̟ ∈ z(l), a real number C̟ and a smooth function f̟ : R→ R so
that
Z̟(t) = f̟(t)ZD +
C̟
cosh(t)
Gα + I̟ . (4.4’)
Conversely, if Z̟ : R→ Cg(l) is a curve in Cg(l) of the form (4.4) or (4.4’), then
there exists a unique closed J-invariant, G-invariant 2-form ̟ on Mreg, having
Z̟(t) as algebraic representative; such 2-form is the unique J- and G-invariant
form which verifies
̟ηt(Vˆ , Wˆ ) = B(Z̟(t), [V,W ]) , ̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD) = −f ′̟(t)B(ZD, ZD) . (4.5)
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for any V,W ∈ m and any ηt ∈Mreg.
Proof. Let ̟ be a closed 2-form which is G-invariant and J -invariant and let Z̟(t)
be the associated algebraic representative along η. Recall that Z̟(t) ∈ z(l)+a. So,
if the action is ordinary (i.e. a = RZD), Z̟(t) is of the form
Z̟(t) = f̟(t)ZD + I̟(t) , (4.6)
where the vector I̟(t) ∈ z(l) may depend on t.
In case the action of G is extraordinary (that is a = su2) by Lemma 2.2 in [PS],
there exists a Cartan subalgebra tC ⊂ lC+ aC, such that aC = CHα+CEα+CE−α
for some root α of the corresponding root system. By the arguments in the proof
of Theorem 3.7, this Cartan subalgebra can be always chosen in such a way that
ZD ∈ R(iHα) and hence that a = RZD + RFα + RGα.
Then the function Z̟(t) can be written as
Z̟(t) = f̟(t)ZD + g̟(t)Fα + h̟(t)Gα + I̟(t) (4.6’)
for some smooth real valued functions f̟, g̟ and h̟ and some element I̟(t) ∈ z(l).
We now want to show that, in case M is a non-standard KE-manifold, then
g̟(t) ≡ 0 and that h̟(t) = C̟cosh(t) for some constant C̟.
In fact, observe that if Z̟(t) is of the form (4.6’) and if ZD is as listed in Table
1 for gF = su2, then
̟ηt(ZˆD, Gˆα) = g̟(t)B(Fα, [ZD , Gα]) = −g̟(t) ,
̟ηt(ZˆD, Fˆα) = h̟(t)B(Gα, [ZD , Fα]) = h̟(t) .
Consider now the facts that ̟ is closed, Gˆα and ZˆD are holomorphic vector fields
and JZˆD|ηt = η′t. It follows that g̟ verifies the following ordinary differential
equation
dg̟
dt
∣∣∣∣
ηt
= − d
dt
̟(ZˆD, Gˆα)
∣∣∣∣
ηt
= − JZˆD
(
̟(ZˆD, Gˆα)
)∣∣∣
ηt
=
= Gˆα(̟(JZˆD, ZˆD))
∣∣∣
ηt
+ ZˆD(̟(Gˆα, JZˆD))
∣∣∣
ηt
−̟ηt([JZˆD, ZˆD], Gˆα)−
− ̟ηt([Gˆα, JZˆD], ZˆD)−̟ηt([ZˆD, Gˆα], JZˆD)
]
=
= ̟ηt([ZˆD, Gˆα], JZˆD) = −̟ηt( ̂[ZD, Gα], JZˆD) =
= −̟ηt(ZˆD, JFˆα) = coth(t)̟ηt(ZˆD, Gˆα) = − coth(t)g̟(t) . (4.7)
We claim that this implies
g̟(t) ≡ 0 . (4.8)
In fact, if we assume that g̟(t) does not vanish identically, integrating the above
equation, we have that g̟(t) =
C
| sinh(t)| for some C 6= 0 and hence with a singularity
at t = 0. But this contradicts the fact that ̟ is a bounded 2-form.
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With a similar argument, we have that h̟(t) verifies the differential equation
dh̟
dt
∣∣∣∣
ηt
= − tanh(t)h̟(t) ;
by integration this gives
h̟(t) =
C̟
cosh(t)
(4.9)
for some constant C̟.
We show now that, in case M is a standard KE-manifold, then Z̟(t) is of the
form (4.4). In fact, even if a priori Z̟(t) is of the form (4.6’), from Lemma 3.8 and
the same arguments for proving (4.7), we obtain that
dg̟
dt
∣∣∣∣
ηt
= −̟ηt(ZˆD, JFˆα) = −̟ηt(ZˆD, Gˆα) = g̟(t) . (4.10)
This implies that g̟(t) = Ae
t for some constant A. On the other hand, if A 6=
0, it would follow that limt→∞ |̟ηt(ZˆD, Gˆα)| = limt→∞ |g̟(t)| = +∞, which is
impossible since ̟ηt(ZˆD, Gˆα) is bounded. Hence g̟(t) ≡ 0.
A similar argument proves that h̟(t) ≡ 0.
In order to conclude the proof, it remains to show that in all cases the element
I̟(t) is independent on t and that ̟ηt(JZˆD, ZD) = −f ′̟(t)B(ZD, ZD) for any t.
We will prove these two facts only for the case a ≃ sl2(R) and M non-standard,
since the proof in all other cases is similar.
Consider two elements V,W ∈ g. Since ̟ is closed we have that
0 = 3d̟ηt(JZˆD, Vˆ , Wˆ ) =
= JZˆD(̟ηt(Vˆ , Wˆ ))− Vˆ (̟ηt(JZˆD, Wˆ )) +W (̟ηt(JZˆD, Vˆ ))−
−̟ηt([JZˆD, Vˆ ], Wˆ ) +̟ηt([JZˆD, Wˆ ], Vˆ )−̟ηt([Vˆ , Wˆ ], JZˆD) =
= JZˆD|ηt(̟(Vˆ , Wˆ ))−̟ηt(JZˆD, [Vˆ , Wˆ ]) =
=
d
dt
(B(Z̟, [V,W ]))
∣∣∣∣
t
+̟ηt(JZˆD, [̂V,W ]) . (4.11)
On the other hand, we have the following orthogonal decomposition of the element
[V,W ]:
[V,W ] =
B(ZD, [V,W ])
B(ZD, ZD) ZD − B(Fα, [V,W ])Fα − B(Gα, [V,W ])Gα+
+[V,W ](l+a)⊥ + [V,W ]l ,
where [V,W ]l and [V,W ](l+a)⊥ are the orthogonal projections of [V,W ] into l and
(l+ a)⊥, respectively. Then
̟ηt(JZˆD, [̂V,W ]) =
B(ZD, [V,W ])
B(ZD, ZD) ̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD)− B(Fα, [V,W ])̟ηt(JZˆD, Fˆα)−
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−B(Gα, [V,W ])̟ηt(JZˆD, Gˆα) +̟ηt(JZˆD, [̂V,W ](l+a)⊥) =
=
B(ZD, [V,W ])
B(ZD, ZD) ̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD) + B(Fα, [V,W ])̟ηt(ZˆD, JFˆα)+
+B(Gα, [V,W ])̟ηt(ZˆD, JGˆα)−̟ηt(ZˆD, J [̂V,W ](l+a)⊥) =
=
B(ZD, [V,W ])
B(ZD, ZD) ̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD) + B(Gα, [V,W ])
C̟ tanh(t)
cosh(t)
−
−B(Z̟(t),
[
ZD, Jηt([V,W ](l+a)⊥)
]
) =
= B(
{
̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD)
B(ZD, ZD) ZD − h
′
̟(t)Gα
}
, [V,W ]) .
Therefore (4.11) becomes
B
({
f ′̟(t) +
̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD)
B(ZD, ZD)
}
ZD +
dI̟
dt
, [V,W ]
)
= 0 .
Since V,W are arbitrary and dI̟dt ∈ z(l) ⊂ (ZD)⊥, it implies
f ′̟(t) = −
̟ηt(JZˆD, ZˆD)
B(ZD, ZD) ,
dI̟
dt
≡ 0 ,
as we needed to prove. 
We conclude this section, with the following corollary which gives a geometric
interpretation of the optimal bases (see also §1).
Corollary 4.2. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold and let (Fi, Gi) be an optimal basis
along an optimal transversal curve ηt = exp(tiZ) · po. For any ηt ∈ Mreg, denote
by Ft = (e0, e1, . . . , en)t the following holomorphic frame in TCηtM :
e0 = Fˆ0|ηt − iJFˆ0|ηt = Zˆ|ηt − iJZˆ|ηt , ei = Fˆi|ηt − iJFˆ |ηt i ≥ 1 .
Then,
(1) if M is a KO-manifold or a standard KE-manifold, then the holomorphic
frames Ft are orthogonal w.r.t. any G-invariant Ka¨hler metric g on M ;
(2) if M is a non-standard KE-manifold, then the holomorphic frames Ft are
orthogonal w.r.t. any G-invariant Ka¨hler metric g on M , whose associ-
ated algebraic representative Zω(t) has vanishing coefficient Cω = 0 (see
Proposition 4.1 for the definition of Cω)
Proof. It is a direct consequence of definitions and Proposition 4.1. 
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5. The Ricci tensor of a K-manifold.
From the results of §4, the Ricci form ρ can be completely recovered from the
algebraic representative Zρ(t) along an optimal transversal curve ηt. On the other
hand, using a few known properties of flag manifolds, the reader can check that the
curve Zρ(t) ∈ z(l)+a is uniquely determined by the 1-parameter family of quadratic
forms Qr on m given by
Qrt : m→ R , Qrt (E) = rηt(Eˆ, Eˆ)
(
= −ρηt(Eˆ, Eˆ) = −B(Zρ(t), [E, JtE])
)
.
Since m corresponds to the subspace Dηt ⊂ TηtG · ηt, this means that for any
Ka¨hler metric ω, the corresponding the Ricci tensor r is uniquely determined by
its restrictions r|Dt×Dt on the holomorphic tangent spaces Dt of the regular orbits
G · ηt.
The expression for the restrictions r|Dt×Dt in terms of the algebraic representa-
tive Zω(t) of the Ka¨hler form ω is given in the following Theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let (M,J, g) be a K-manifold and ηt = exp(tiZD) · po be an
optimal transversal curve. Using the same notation of §3, let also (Fi, Gi) =
(F0, F
±
k , G
±
k , F
′
j , G
′
j) be an optimal basis for RZD +m; finally, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ NF
let ℓj be the integer which appear in (3.12) for the expression of JtFi and for any
NF + 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 let βk be the root so that Fk = Fβk .
Then, for any ηt ∈Mreg and for any element E ∈ m
ρηt(Eˆ, JEˆ) = AE(t)
12h′(t)−
NF∑
i=1
tanh(−1)
i+1
(ℓit)ℓi +
n−1∑
j=NF+1
βj(iZD)
+BE(t)
(5.1)
where
h(t) = log(ωn(Fˆ0, JFˆ0, Fˆ1, JFˆ1, . . . , JFn−1)|ηt) , (5.2)
AE(t) =
B([E, JtE], ZD)
B(ZD, ZD) , (5.3)
BE(t) = −
NF∑
i=1
tanh(−1)
i+1
(ℓit)B([E, JtE]l+m, [Fi, Gi]l+m)+
+
n−1∑
j=NF+1
B (iHβj , [E, JtE]z(l)) , (5.4)
and where, for any X ∈ g, we denote by Xl+m (resp. Xz(l)) the projection parallel
to (l+m)⊥ = RZD (resp. to z(l)⊥) of X into l+m (resp. into z(l)).
Proof. Let Jt be the complex structure on m induced by the complex structure J
of M . For any E ∈ m and any point ηt, we may clearly write that ρηt(Eˆ, JEˆ) =
ρηt(Eˆ, ĴtE) and hence, by Koszul’s formula (see [Ko], [Be]),
ρηt(Eˆ, JEˆ) =
1
2
(
L
J ̂[E,JtE]
ωn
)
ηt
(Fˆ0, JFˆ0, Fˆ1, JFˆ1, . . . , JFn−1)
ωnηt(Fˆ0, JFˆ0, Fˆ1, JFˆ1, . . . , JFn−1)
(5.5)
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(note that the definition we adopt here for the Ricci form ρ is opposite in sign to
the definition used in [Be]).
Recall that for any Y ∈ g, we may write
Yˆ |η(t) =
∑
i≥0
λiFˆi|η(t) +
∑
i≥1
µiJFˆi|η(t) ,
where
λi =
B(Y, Fi)
B(Fi, Fi) , µi =
B(Y, JtFi)
B(JtFi, JtFi) .
Hence, for any i
[J ̂[E, JtE], Fˆi]ηt = −J ̂[[E, JtE], Fi]ηt =
= −
∑
j≥0
B([[E, JtE], Fi], Fj)
B(Fj , Fj) JFˆj |η(t) +
∑
j≥1
B([[E, JtE], Fi], JtFj)
B(JtFj , JtFj) Fˆj |η(t) =
= −
∑
j≥0
B([E, JtE], [Fi, Fj ])
B(Fj, Fj) JFˆj|η(t) +
∑
j≥1
B([E, JtE], [Fi, JtFj ])
B(JtFj , JtFj) Fˆj |η(t) , (5.6)
[J ̂[E, JtE], JFˆi]ηt =
̂[[E, JtE], Fi]ηt =
=
∑
j≥0
B([E, JtE], [Fi, Fj ])
B(Fj, Fj) Fˆj |η(t) +
∑
j≥1
B([E, JtE], [Fi, JtFj ])
B(JtFj , JtFj) JFˆj |η(t) . (5.7)
Therefore, if we denote h(t) = log(ωn(Fˆ0, JFˆ0, Fˆ1, JFˆ1, . . . , JFn−1)|ηt), then, after
some straightforward computations, (5.5) becomes
ρηt(Eˆ, ĴtE) =
1
2
J ̂[E, JtE](h)|ηt −
n−1∑
i≥1
B([E, JtE], [Fi, JtFi])
B(JtFi, JtFi) . (5.8)
We claim that
J ̂[E, JtE](h)|ηt = AE(t)h′t . (5.9)
In fact, for any X ∈ g
Xˆ(ω(Fˆ0, JFˆ0, . . . , JFˆn−1)|ηt =
= −ωηt(̂[X,F0], JFˆ0, . . . , JFˆn−1)− ω(F0, J ̂[X,F0], . . . , JFˆn−1)− · · · = 0 . (5.10)
On the other hand,
J ̂[E, JtE]|ηt =
B([E, JtE], ZD)
B(ZD, ZD) JZˆD|ηt + JXˆηt = AE(t)JZˆD|ηt + ĴtXηt (5.11)
for some some X ∈ m. From (5.11) and (5.10) and the fact that JZˆD|ηt = η′t, we
immediately obtain (5.9).
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Let us now prove that
n−1∑
i≥1
B([E, JtE], [Fi, JtFi])
B(JtFi, JtFi) = AE

NF∑
i=1
tanh(−1)
i+1
(ℓit)ℓi −
n−1∑
j=NF+1
βi(iZD)
−BE
(5.12)
First of all, observe that from definitions, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ NF we have that, for
any case of Table 1, when αk 6= αdk,
B(ZD, [Fk, Gk]) = 1
2
B(ZD, [Fαk + (−1)k+1ǫkFαdk , Gαk + (−1)
k+1ǫkGαd
k
]) =
=
i
2
B(ZD,Hαk +Hαdk) = ℓk , (5.13)
and, when αk = α
d
k,
B(ZD, [Fk, Gk]) = B(ZD, [Fαk , Gαk ]) = B(ZD, iHαk ) = ℓk . (5.13’)
Similarly, for any NF + 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1
B(ZD, [Fj , Gj ]) = B(ZD, iHβj ) = βj(iZD) . (5.14)
So, using (5.13), (5.13’), (5.14) and the fact that B(Fi, Fi) = B(Gi, Gi) = −1 for
any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we obtain that for 1 ≤ k ≤ NF ,
B([E, JtE], [Fk, JtFk])
B(JtFk, JtFk) = tanh
(−1)k+1(ℓkt)
(
B(ZD, [Fk, Gk])B([E, JtE], ZD)B(ZD, ZD) +
+ B([E, JtE]l+m, [Fk, Gk]l+m)
)
=
= tanh(−1)
k+1
(ℓkt) [AE(t)ℓk + B([E, JtE]l+m, [Fk, Gk]l+m)] , (5.15)
and for any NF + 1 ≤ j ≤ N
B([E, JtE], [Fj , JtFj ])
B(JtFj , JtFj) =
= −B([E, JtE], ZD)B(ZD, ZD) B(ZD, [Fj , Gj ]) − B([E, JtE]l+m[Fj , Gj ]l+m) =
= −AEβj(iZD)− B(iHβj , [E, JtE]z(l)) . (5.16)
From (5.15) and (5.16), we immediately obtain (5.12) and from (5.8) this concludes
the proof. 
The expressions for the functions AE(t) and BE(t) simplify considerably if one
assumes that E is an element of the optimal basis. Such expressions are given in
the following conclusive proposition.
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Proposition 5.2. Let (Fi, Gi) be an optimal basis along an optimal transversal
curve ηt of a K-manifold M . For any 1 ≤ i ≤ NF , let ℓi be as in Theorem 5.1 and
denote by {αi, αdi } ⊂ R(+)F the pair of CR-dual roots, such that Fi = 1√2 (Fαi±ǫiFαdi )
or Fi = Fαi , in case αi = α
d
i ; also, for any NF +1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, denote by βj ∈ R′+
the root such that Fj = Fβj . Finally, let AE(t) and BE(t) be as defined in Theorem
5.1 and let us denote by
Zκ =
n−1∑
k=NF+1
iHβk . (5.17)
(1) If E = Fi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ NF , then
AFi(t) = −
ℓi tanh
(−1)i(ℓit)
B(ZD, ZD) ; (5.18)
and
BFi(t) = −
ℓi tanh
(−1)i(ℓit)
B(ZD, ZD) B(Z
κ, ZD)+
+ tanh(−1)
i
(ℓit)
NF∑
j=1
tanh(−1)
j+1
(ℓjt)B([Fi, Gi]l+m, [Fj , Gj ]l+m)
 , (5.19)
(2) If E = Fi for some NF + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, then
AFi (t) =
B(ZD, iHβi)
B(ZD, ZD) , BFi (t) = B(Z
κ, iHβi ) . (5.20)
Proof. Formulae (5.18) and (5.19) are immediate consequences of definitions and
of (5.13), (5.13’) and (5.14). Formula (5.20) can be checked using the fact that
[Fβi , JtFβi ] = [Fβi , Gβi ] = iHβi for any NF + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, from properties of the
Lie brackets [Fi, Gi], with 1 ≤ i ≤ NF , which can be derived from Table 1, and
from the fact that RZD ⊂ [m′,m′]⊥. 
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